
The Children's Entertainment Series (CES) was founded in 1984. CES was non-profit

organization in Bradford West Gwillimbury. CES  had three annual performances for children age three

through twelve. The goal of CES was to bring the love of theatre to children at a young age so their 

appreciation for the arts would grow while they did. The members of CES had to meet at least once 

every month in order to not only plan the shows but also fundraisers and to decide which performers 

would be coming to Bradford West Gwillimbury that year. However, this committee was disbanded on 

July 15, 2006 due to the rising costs of hosting performances. 

Every member of CES was a volunteer and it is too these volunteers that CES owes thanks 

because without these volunteers CES would not have existed. CES is a committee that is made up of 

four executive positions: chairperson, vice-chairperson, secretary and treasurer. Also, the members of 

the program, ticket sales, operations and publicity committees are a part of the executive positions of 

CES as well. Once a member of CES a person is only able to hold an executive position for a two year 

term. 

The town of Bradford West Gwillimbury was extremely supportive of CES and helped to make 

the concerts held three Friday nights a year a huge success. There was always lots of coverage of the 

upcoming CES events in the local newspaper and information was even distributed through the 

classrooms at the local schools. Local businesses would pay $50 for a small advertisement on the 

program that would be handed out at the performance or they would receive the small advertisement on 

the program and four complementary tickets to the show if they donated $100. This support was greatly 

appreciated by CES and was used to help pay for the rental of the Bradford District High School 

auditorium since the ticket sales were usually only able to cover the costs of the performers. 

The shows put on by CES also promoted families spending more time together. It did this by 

offering tickets in family packages at a reduced cost. Also, if a child under the age of five wanted to 

attend a show they had to be accompanied by an adult. Furthermore, all of their shows were family 



friendly and many encouraged children and sometimes even some adults to participate on stage but if 

not children and adults were always able to participate from the audience. 

One of the great successes that CES had was in the performers they had come to Bradford West 

Gwillimbury. Some of the performers they had come were: Duffelbag Theatre, Kideo, James Gordon, 

Robert Munsch, Paul Hann, Touring Players, Robert Morgan, Erick Traplin, Jack Grunsky, The 

Stylamanders and many more. After many shows the cast would offer to meet the audience in the foyer 

of the auditorium to talk with members of the audience and to sign autographs to the children. It was 

also not uncommon for the members of CES to receive letters of thanks from people that attended the 

show about how much they enjoyed it.


